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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

A COMPARISON OF THE KODALY METHOD AND THE TRADITIONAL
METHOD TO DETERMINE PITCH ACCURACY IN GRADE 6 CHORAL SIGHTSINGING
by
Merissa Amkraut
Florida International University, 2004

Miami, Florida
Professor Carolyn Fulton, Major Professor
The purpose of this study was to determine which of the two methods is more appropriate
to teach pitch discrimination to Grade 6 choral students to improve sight-singing note
accuracy. This study consisted of three phases: pre-testing, instruction and post-testing.
During the four week study, the experimental group received training using the Kodaly
method while the control group received training using the traditional method. The pre
and post tests were evaluated by three trained musicians. The analysis of the data utilized
an independent t-test and a paired t-test with the methods of teaching (experimental and
control) as a factor. Quantitative results suggest that the experimental subjects, those
receiving Kodaly instruction at post-treatment showed a significant improvement in the
pitch accuracy than the control group. The specific change resulted in the Kodaly method
to be more effective in producing accurate pitch in sight-singing.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Research Problem
Grade 6 chorus is the beginning level of continued music study. It is often
considered the culmination of musical concepts learned in elementary general music. The
Sunshine State Standards provided to teachers includes reading and notation of music as
a basic concept for Grade 6. Standard MU.A.3.3.1 states, "the student sight reads music
in the bass and/or treble clefs written in simple and compound meters." This standard is
solely an end result and there is not a suggested, uniform approach given to teachers as to
which method will produce better intonation, the Kodaly method or the traditional
method. Choral teachers are not instructed to use a particular teaching method for sightsinging. This research will measure the results of two different method of learning to
determine the better approach to teaching correct pitch discrimination in sight-singing.

Need for the Study
This study is significant to the field of music education because teachers need to
have a better understanding of the methodology associated with teaching sight-singing to
sixth graders. Teachers are expected to have their performing groups participate in annual
Music Performance Assessments in the area of sight-singing. This study will provide data
that will aid choral teachers in determining which method is more suitable. Teachers must
explore both the Kodaly method and the traditional method to determine which produces
better results. This study will measure both methods and provide data that can be used by
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other teachers who may have difficulty teaching pitch accuracy in sight-singing to sixth
graders.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The research done for this review involves the study of both the Kodaly method
and the traditional method when used as a teaching strategy in a Grade 6 Choral class.
Sight-singing will be used as the assessment activity for determining the best method.

Pitch
The term "pitch" as defined in Songworks I: Singing in the Education of Children refers
to the dimension of sound that we describe as relative highness of lowness. Seeing
pitches notated on a staff conditions us to think of them as moving up and down, bring
higher and lower than each other (Bennett and Bartholomew, 1997). Teachers should
clearly define the terms used to describe pitch movement such as high and lower and up
and down. Bennett and Bartholomew continue to say that the concept of vertical distance
and movement is the conventional way of thinking about pitch. In their research, they
included an example of an activity to use when teaching children to determine pitch
movement. A melody graph can be made by having students connect the written notes
with a line is a good visual representation of the changing directions and relative
distances between the pitches of a melody (see Appendix A).

Rote Learning
Teaching music by ear, without the use of notation is known as the rote approach.
This method, which has been used successfully by teachers who can read music as well
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as by those who cannot, has been a useful, but limited strategy for teaching music at all
levels for many generations. Rote teaching is done through teacher modeling and student
observation and imitation (Bennett and Bartholomew, 1997). Reading music is neither
necessary to nor sufficient for being a musician; however, lack of music-reading skills
limits the extent to which we can independently investigate unfamiliar material or
literature. The advantage of rote learning is that teachers can continue to make music
with students by teaching songs, guiding aural and vocal skills, stimulating interest in
music and accomplish all these tasks effectively, without recourse to music reading
(Bennett and Bartholomew, 1997).
Traditional Method
The traditional method can be described as a combination of rote learning and
modeling. The traditional method involves teaching without overt reference to musical
concepts (Apfelstadt, 1984). In a descriptive study by Johnson (1988), he found that the
interval approach was most frequently used and although most of the choral educators
agreed with a philosophy of music literacy, relatively little time was devoted to sightsinging. In this study, the use of pitch direction and intervallic note relationship will serve
as the traditional teaching method.

The Kodaly Method
The Hungarian composer, Zoltan Kodaly (1882-1967) based his philosophy of
music education on singing. The Kodaly technique asserts that singing is the foundation
for broad musical literacy (Howard, 1996). Kodaly believes, "the human voice is an
instrument provided by nature and is one that almost everyone can develop." In a study
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by Howard, he states that instruction in the Kodaly method should continue until the
student is competent in the essentials of musicianship: sight-singing, dictation, ear
training, part-hearing, harmony, form, and memory. In addition, Howard's research
suggests that the incorporation of these concepts into the instructional classroom will
provide better

understanding

of fundamental

concepts

improving the student's

musicianship. Another study done by DeVries discusses the advantages of having
Kodaly-based music programs in elementary schools. Kodaly-based music programs are
formed around Kodaly's belief that 1) true music literacy-the ability to read, write and
think music-

is the right of every human; 2) music learning must begin with the voice;

3) the education of the musical ear must begin in primary grades if it is to be successful;
4) music skills and concepts necessary for musical literacy should be taught with folk
music of the mother tongue; and 5) only music of unquestioned quality-

both folk and

composed should be used (DeVries, 2001). In DeVries' research he reevaluates the use of
Kodaly and his experiences with using this method in his own elementary teaching.
DeVries states, "Anyone who has taught a Kodaly-based music program will know just
how successful it can be. From week to week, children's singing-particularly pitch
improves; rhythmic skills improve significantly from year to year; music literacy
develops; and children can perform music in increasingly complex parts."
Hand signs are physical gestures that represent solfa (Bennet and Bartholomew,
1997). Solfa syllables (also referred to as solfrge or solfeggio) are used to teach young
students the relationships between tones. The two main varieties of solfa are the fixed do
and moveable do system. In the moveable do system, the syllables represent only the
pitch relationships. Hand signs for this system originated in the late nineteenth century
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with John Curwen. Curwen created the hand signs as a way of showing the tones of the
moveable do system (Bennett and Bartholomew, 1997). Kodaly borrowed the hand signs
and emphasized their use in music education in Hungary. Many American music teachers
have been using these hand signs in classrooms since the 1960s. According to Bennett
and Bartholomew (1997), solfa syllables are preferable in teaching sight-singing for three
primary reasons:
1)

Solfa syllables are logically supported with hand signs (See

Appendix B).
2)

The vowel sounds of the solfa syllables are more compatible
with good vocal production than those of the number system.

3)

Numbers are used for many other purposes. In musical
situations, they are used for meter, identifying measures,
counting rhythms and names chords. Solfa syllables are better to
use because they solely apply to the study of pitch relationships

(p. 133).
Henry and Demorest (1994), investigated to determine the factors that contribute to sightsinging achievement in high school choirs. They distributed questionnaires regarding
their music background and were given sight-singing exams. One group was taught using
moveable do and the other group was taught using fixed do. Results showed no
significant difference in achievement between the two groups. The answers from the
questionnaires found that students with previous piano instruction achieved better sightsinging results (Henry and Demorest, 1994). In a descriptive study by May (1993),
moveable do was the reading system used by 82.30% of the respondents and that 76.56%
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reported that they rehearsed melodic sight-reading between 30 and 36 weeks of the
school year.
Sight-singing
Sight-singing technique can be developed on an informal, functional basis. During
rehearsals, sight-singing functions as a whole-part guideline teaching both rhythm and
pitch. Various patterns in music can be pointed out so that the students gain a concept
that is transferable from one piece to another (Bennett and Bartholomew, 1997). When
teaching sight-singing, teachers often rely on the use of the piano. Kodaly believed that
voices are best accompanied by other voices and that we learn to sing better in tune when
we match a voice to another voice rather than to an instrument (Choksy, 1988). In order
to help students achieve musical independence from the piano, a sight-reading system
that give singers a tool with which to approach the music needs to be selected (GuelkerCone, 1998). Guelker-Cone states that there are a range of systems available to teachers;
however, the moveable do system, with a do-do scale for major keys and a la-la scale for
minor keys has a number of advantages if it is used consistently. It should also be noted
that Kodaly was an advocate of the moveable do system. She continues to say that
students should be involved in reading choral music as soon as possible. The Kodaly
method uses a number of activities to teach students to understand pitch relationships in
order to be able to later read music. In Guelker-Cone's study, she clearly states the
advantages of using the moveable do system over the fixed do system. The moveable do
system highlights the harmonic function of each note in a scale. The recurring function of
these syllables serves as an aid for sight-singing and composition analysis. The
introduction of a sharp or flat alters the rhythm of the note in the number system. Instead
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of saying "do, di, re, ri..." students using the number system or traditional method say,
"one, sharp-one, two, sharp-two..." Students need to start practicing vocalises on
moveable do syllables in order to develop an aural understanding of each syllable's
relationship to other pitches (Guelker-Cone, 1998). In Henry's study (2001), she
developed a vocal sight-reading inventory assessment tool that represents the skills
involved in vocal sight-reading (Henry, 2001). She found that there was no sight-reading
test available that a) represents fundamental pitch skills incorporated in most choral
literature and sight-reading text-books; b) accommodates time constraints of secondary
choral music directors; c) provides formative and summative evaluation information to
teachers, students, and parents; and d) provides validity, reliability, or morning data. The
Vocal Sight-Reading Inventory developed in this study was informed by the finding of
previous research hand addressed questions raised by that research (Henry, 2001).
Previous research confirmed the need for a strong vocal context for musical examples.
Henry used scale patterns including do to mi, do to sol, or do to do because each begin
and end within the same harmonic function. In her study, a percentage success rate was
determined by dividing the number of pitches performed correctly by the number
contained in the test. No significant difference between forms was found for 22 of the 28
pitch skills. In another study by Belmondo (1987), two different methods of tonal music
reading instruction for high school choral students were compared. The methods were
based on Edwin Gordon's theory or hierarchical levels of learning. The subjects were
split into high and low aptitude groups based on their scores on the Tonal Imagery
section of Gordon's Music Aptitude Profile (Grant and Norris, 1998). When tested on
familiar major and minor tonal patterns, no significant differences were found for either
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treatments or aptitude levels. However, they found that when tested on unfamiliar
patterns, significant differences between high and low aptitude students in the control
group existed (Grant and Norris, 1998).
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY
Subjects

Participants for this study attend a middle school in south Florida. The subjects
were two intact classes of Grade 6 choral students aging in range from 11-13 years. One
class was the experimental group and the other class was the control group. The
experimental group consisted of 39 students (3 boys and 36 girls). The control group had
a total of 41 students (6 boys and 35 girls). A total of 80 sixth grade students took part in
the study.

Procedure
This study consisted of three phases: pre-testing, instruction and post-testing and
took place over four weeks. The first procedure of this study included a pre-test
administered to both the experimental

and the control group. The investigator

administered the sight-singing test to both groups. The pre-test, based on the findings of
Henry's investigation (2001) of the Vocal Sight-Reading Inventory (VSRI) consisted of
diatonic scale passages with no altered tones. Students sang the example using "loo"
syllable (without the use of Curwen hand signs). The pre-tests were audio recorded onto a
mini-disk. An independent samples t-test was used to check for equivalence between the
two groups. During the instructional phase (a four-week period), the experimental group
received training using the Kodaly method, including hand signs and moveable do. The
control group received training using the traditional method or numeric scale degrees and
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pitch direction to determine which notes to sing. Sight-reading instruction for both groups
consisted of two fifteen-minute lessons per week. Since this middle school functioned on
a rotating block schedule, students met every other day for two hours. The sight-singing
training was implemented during the first fifteen minutes of class (See Appendix C). At
the completion of the four weeks, the same test based on the Vocal Sight-Reading
Inventory was given to the experimental and control group as a post-test.

Analysis
Three different forms of assessment were used to analyze the data. Pre-test and
post-test scores were analyzed by a panel of three trained musicians to score for accuracy.
The mode of the three evaluators was used in the statistical analysis. A paired samples ttest was used to analyze the number of correct notes on the post-test and the pre-test. An
independent samples t-test was done on the difference of the post-test and the pre-test to
determine if pitch accuracy improved after four weeks of sight-reading instruction.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS
Three evaluators (all music teachers) were asked to evaluate each student's pitch
accuracy. The judges listened to two performances of the students. The performances
were randomized so that the judges could not identify which one was the pre-test and
which one the post-test. They were asked to count the number of correct pitches heard.
The maximum score was twenty-four correctly identified notes.
Two different forms of assessment were used to analyze the data. A paired
samples t-test was conducted to measure whether students got a greater number of correct
score on the post-test than on the pre-test. Also, an independent samples t-test was
conducted on the difference of the post-test and pre-test to determine if pitch accuracy
has improved among students after four weeks of instruction.

Analysis of Data
Prior to evaluating the data, an independent samples t-test was used to check for
equivalence of the two groups. Table 1 compares the pre-test scores for each group.

Independent Samples T-Test
Levene's Test
for Equality of
t-test for Equality of Means

Variances

95%
Confidence

F
Pre-test

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

.355

Sig.
.553

t

1.625

1.621

Sig. (2tailed)

df

78
76.28

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

.108

.777

.478

-.175

1.730

.109

.777

.480

-.178

1.733

Table 1- Comparison of pre-test scores to check for equivalence among both the
experimental and control groups.
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The results indicated that, prior to instruction, there

were no significant

differences between students in the experimental group and students in the control group.
The investigator collected each answer given by students in the pre-test as well as
the post-test. A paired samples t-test was conducted to evaluate and compare the
students' improvement of pitch accuracy in sight-singing. Table 2 summarizes and
compares the results of this investigation.
Paired Samples T-Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence

Pair I

Pre-test
- Posttest

Mean

Std.
Deviation

-8.282

4.668

Std.
Error
Mean

.747

Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

-9.795

-6.769

t

11.081

Sig. (2tailed)

df

38

.000

Table 2- Paired Samples T-test of pre-test vs. post-test scores
Upon completion of four weeks of instruction, there was significant improvement
in the number of correct notes sung among students from the experimental group. For the
experimental group, the mean correct on the post-test (M=17.72, SD= 4.489) was
significantly greater than the mean correct on the pre-test (M=9.44, SD= 2.245). There
were no significant differences between the means of the total correct on the pre-test vs.
the total correct on the post-test for the control group. The experimental group improved
more than the control group. Table 3 compares the pre-test vs. post-test scores by group.
Paired Samples T-Test: Experimental Group

Mean

N

Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

Pair I

Pre-test

9.44

39

2.245

.360

Experimental

Post-test

17.72

39

4.489

.719
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Paired Samples T-Test: Control Group

Pair 1
Control

Pre-test
Post-test

Std. Deviation

N

Mean

8.66
9.41

41
41

Std. Error
Mean

2.032
2.607

.317
.407

Table 3- Paired samples t-test scores by group
An independent samples t-test was then conducted to compare the difference of
the post-test scores minus the pre-test scores. Table 4 summarizes the results of this test.

Independent Samples T-Test (on the difference)
Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances

F
Difference

Sig.

t-test for Equality of Means

t

df

Mean

Std.
Error

Sig. (2-

Differe

Differe

tailed)

nce

nce

Equal

variances

7.390

.008

Difference
Lower

Upper

8.780

5.8194

9.2324

78

.000

7.52595

.85716

7

3

8.677

61.849

.000

7.52595

.86733

5.7920
9

9.2598
2

assumed

Equal
variances
not
assumed

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Table 4- Independent samples t-test on the difference of the post-test vs. the pre-test
Based on the findings of the study, considerable evidence exists that the Kodaly
training given to the experimental group produced a noticeable improvement in pitch
accuracy during sight-singing activities.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION
The term "pitch" is widely used in music education every day. This dimension of
sound can be related to the highness or lowness of notes. During this investigation, pitch
was evaluated using a sight-singing assessment activity over a four-week period of time
in which two different teaching methods were used. This investigation concludes with the
statement that students instructed using the Kodaly system (with the Curwen hand signs)
improved significantly in pitch accuracy while students who received instruction using
the traditional teaching method (rote learning) showed no significant improvement. The
findings in this study concur with the findings of DeVries, Guelker-Cone and Grant and
Norris.
While instructing the sixth grade students, it was observed by the researcher that
the group receiving training using the Kodaly method and hand signs could see and feel
the movement of the pitches (high and low). The students receiving traditional rote
instruction or echo singing had difficulty understanding the concept of high and low since
no visual or physical experience occurred.
This study was limited to four weeks of instruction. A similar study could be
conducted in the future to compare the pitch accuracy in sight-singing after an entire
academic year (approximately thirty-six weeks) to determine improvement over a longer
period of time. Teachers in south Florida can learn from this particular study since sightsinging is a requirement for grade 6 choral students. Perhaps going beyond the scope of
this study, future studies will confirm the best teaching method to achieve maximum
results in pitch accuracy and the long-term efficacy of the Kodaly method.
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Conclusions
As a result of the findings generated by this study, the following conclusions were
inferred.
1.

Students who received training using the Kodaly method achieved a greater
significant advantage over students who received traditional instruction with
regard to pitch accuracy in sight-singing activities.

2. Melodic perception of pitch can be acquired as a result of Kodaly training.
This study was significant to the field of music education because there is a constant
search for effective teaching methods. Educators should be made aware of the effects of
each method so that students receive a high quality and effective music education. Based
on the findings of this research, it was concluded that the Kodaly method tested in this
study is an effective and valuable tool to aid in the pitch accuracy development in grade 6
choral sight-singing.
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Appendix A
Melody Graph for "Mary Had a Little Lamb"
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From Songworks I, Singing in the Education of Children 1 edition by

BENNETT/BARTHOLOMEW. Q 1997. Reprinted with permission of Wadsworth, a
division of Thomson Learning: www.thomsonrights.com Fax 800-730-2215

(See Appendix F)
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Appendix B
Curwen Hand Signs Adapted by Kodaly
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LA,

SO,

4 a (4

a (0

(

LA

-.

(0

SO

FA

MI

RE

DO

TI,

DO'

TI

From Songworks I, Singing in the Education of Children 1" edition by

BENNETT/BARTHOLOMEW.

© 1997. Reprinted with permission of Wadsworth, a

division of Thomson Learning: www.thomsonrights.com Fax 800-730-2215

(See Appendix F)
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Appendix C
Lesson Plans
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Sight-Singing Lesson Plan
1

Week

Da 1
Objective:

Focus:

do, re, s:
Materials:
xameA:
Example A

Activities:
Kodaly

DATE:
1. Students will be able
to sing do, re, ti while
reading music
notation.
2. Students will be able
to visually recognize
and sing repeated
notes.
nExample

Teacher explains that
do is the given note
in each example.
2. Teacher models hand
1.

sign for do, re, ti.

Da 2
Objective:

Focus:
do, re,sm

fari

s

Materials:
B

Activities:
Kodaly

DATE:
1. Students will be
able to sing do,
re, mi, fa, ti while
reading music
notation.
2. Students will be
able to determine
the pitch direction
of given notes
using full body
movements.
1. Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for do,
re, ti.
2.

Students do
"Example A" using
only hand-signs while
teacher plays pitches
on piano.
4. Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable using hand
signs.
5. Students sing
example using
solfege syllables and
hand signs.
3.

Ask students,

"Which is the
highest sounding
pitch learned so
far?" answer: re,
because ti is
being taught as
scale degree 7
under the root.
3. Teacher models
body movements
for "Example A"
4. Students stand up
and sing
"Example A"
with body
movements.
5. Teacher
introduces hand
signs for mi and

fa.
6.

Students echo
sing as teacher
sings do, re, mi,

fa patterns using
hand signs
(improvisation).
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7.

Students figure

out hand signs for
"Example B"

individually.

Activities:
Traditional

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Teacher explains that
"one" is the given
note in each example,
followed by 2 going
up and 7 going down
(say "sev" for seven).
Teacher explains that
the notes on the staff
can be sung by
"connecting the
dots".
Students look at
"Example A" and
point out repeated
notes and notes that
move up or down.
Teacher plays
example one line at a
time on piano while
students track music
for repeated notes.
Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable.
Students sing
example using
numbers.
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Activities:
Traditional

8. Teacher gives
starting pitch for
do.
9. Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable using
hand signs.
10. Students sing
Example B using
solfdge and hand
signs.
1. Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for note
1 (given), 2 and 7.
2. Teacher models
body movements
for "Example A"
3. Students stand up
and sing one line
with body
movements.
4. Teacher explains
pitch direction for
new notes.
5. Teacher plays
example on piano
while students
track music.
6. Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable.
7. Students sing
example using
numbers.

Example A
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Example B
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P

Sight-Singing Lesson Plan

Week 2
Da 1
Objective:

DATE:
1.

Day 2
Students will be able
to recognize scale

DATE:

Objective:

1.

scale movement

movement.

Focus:

.Focus:

d

example containing

fa, sol, la
"skipping" intervals
of root, 3 rd and 5d' and Materials:
Example D
scale motion.

Materials:
Example C

drcin(po
direction

.

to sight-sing an

fa, sol

Activities:
Kodaly

and in which

2. Students will be able

do, re,.mi,

Students will be
able to determine

Teacher writes
solfege on the board
in contour notation
for "Example C".
2. Teacher introduces
and models hand sign
for new note sol.
3. Students sing
"Example C" contour
notation using
"hmm" and correct
hand signs.
4. Teacher sings the
song through using
solfege.
5. Students sing the
song using solfege
and correct hand
signs.
1.

Activities:
Kodaly

(up or

down).

2. Students will be
able to accurately
sing scale
movement from
do-la or scale
degrees1-6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Teacher will
explain that there
is a new note.
Students will sing
example using
solfege and sing
"hmm" for new
note.
Teacher will model
hand sign for new
note "la".
Students will give
hand signs for
"Example D"
while teacher sings
using solfege.
Students will sing
using "hmm"
while doing hand
signs.
Students will sing
"Example D"
using hand signs
and solfege
syllables.
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Activities:

1.

Traditional

Teacher writes

Activities:

contour notation on

Traditional

1.

Teacher will
explain that there

the board "Example
C" using circles.
2. Teacher introduces
new note 5and
explains that it is one
note above 6.

is a new note.
2. Teacher will draw
melody graph
showing pitch
direction for
"Example D".

3.

3.

Students sing

"Example C" contour
notation using
"hmm".

Teacher will

explain that new
note "6" is higher
than 5.

4. Teacher sings the
song through using
scale degree numbers
while students track
each note.
5. Students sing the
song using numbers.

4. Students will
echo-sing
"Example D"
using "loo"
5. Students will sing
"Example D
using numbers.
6. Students will
identify measures
that have upward
and downward

scale motion.
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Example C

Whist - le, Daugh-ter,

whist - le,

and

you shall have a
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cow.

Example D
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W
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Sight-Singing Lesson Plan
~Week 3__

_________

Da 1
Objective:

DATE:
1. Students will be able

Day 2
Objective:

_______

DATE:
1. Students will be
able to sing do,
re, mi, fa, sol, la,

to sing do, re, mi, fa,
sol, la, ti while

ti while reading

reading music

Focus:

notation.

Focus:

fa, sol, la, ti

Students will be able

do, re, mi,

to visually recognize

fa, sol, la, ti

Materials:

and sing repeated
notes.

Materials:

do, re, mi,

Example E

2.

3.

Students will be able
to identify pitch

music notation.

2. Students will be
able to identify
pitch direction of
notation

Example F

direction of notation

Activities:
Kodaly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher explains that
do is the given note in
each example.
Teacher models hand
sign for do, re, mi, fa,
sol, la, ti.
Students do
"Example E" using
only hand-signs while
teacher plays pitches
on piano.
Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable using hand
signs.
Students sing
example using
solfege syllables and
hand signs.

Activities:
Kodaly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for do,
re, mi, fa, sol, la,
ti.
Explain use of ti
below root and as
pitch seven
Teacher
introduces hand
signs for ti above
head.
Students echo
sing as teacher
sings do, re, mi,
fa, sol, la, ti
patterns using
hand signs
(improvisation).
Teacher gives
starting pitch for
do.
Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable using
hand signs.
Students sing
Example F using
solfege and hand
signs.
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Activities:
Traditional

Teacher explains that
"one" is the given note
in each example,
followed by 2, 3, 4, 5,
6,7
2. Teacher explains that
1.

Activities:
Traditional

Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for do,
re, mi,fa, sol, la.
2. Teacher explains
use of 7 below
1.

root and as pitch

the notes on the staff

can be sung by
"connecting the dots".
3. Read through
"Example E" and
determine whether

seven above root.
3. Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for note
1 (given),

2,3,4,5,6,7.
4. Teacher plays
first note and has
students read
through using

notes move up or
down or stay the
same.
4. Students look at
"Example E" and

numbers

point out repeated

notes and notes that
move up or down.
5. Teacher plays
example one line at a
time on piano while
students track music
for repeated notes.
6. Students sing example
on "loo" syllable.
7. Students sing example
using numbers.
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(spoken).
5. Teacher explains
pitch direction for
new notes.
6. Teacher plays
example on piano
while students
track music.
7. Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable.
8. Students sing
example using
numbers.

Example E
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Example F
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Sight-Singing Lesson Plan
Week

Da 1
Objective:

DATE:
1. Students will be able

Focus:
do, re, mi,

2.

fa, so, la,

Materials:
Example G

3.

4

Day 2
Objective:

DATE:
1. Students will be

to sing do, re, mi, fa,

able to sing do,

sol, la while reading
music notation.

re, mi, fa, ti while
reading music

Focus:

Students will be able
to visually recognize
and sing repeated

notes.
Students will be able
to identify pitch

do re mi
.
do, re,
fa, sot, la, U

2.

notation.
Students will be
able to identify

pitch direction of
notation

Materials:
Example H

direction of notation

Activities:
Kodaly

1.

Teacher explains that
do is the given note
in each example.
2. Teacher models hand
sign for do, re,fa,
sol, la.
3. Students do
"Example G" using
only hand-signs while
teacher plays pitches
on piano.
4. Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable using hand
signs.
5. Students sing
example using
solfdge syllables and
hand signs.

Activities:
Kodaly

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Review sound (on
piano) and pitch
direction for do,
re, mi, fa, sol, la.
Teacher reviews
ti at the top of the
scale.
Students echo
sing as teacher
sings do, re, mi,
fa, sol, la, ti
patterns using
hand signs
(improvisation).
Students figure
out hand signs for
"Example H"
individually.
Teacher gives
starting pitch for
do.
Students sing
example on "loo"

syllable using
hand signs.
7. Students sing
Example H using
solfege and hand
signs.
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Activities:

1.

Traditional

Teacher explains that

Activities:

"one" is the given

Traditional

1.

piano) and pitch

note in each example,
followed by 2, 3, 4, 5,
6,

direction for do,
re, mi, fa, sol, la.
2.

2. Teacher explains that
the notes on the staff
can be sung by
"connecting the dots".
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Read through

Review sound (on

Review sound (on

piano) and pitch
direction for note
1 (given),
2,3,4,5,6,7.
3.

Teacher plays

"Example G" and
determine whether

first note and has
students read

notes move up or
down or stay the

through using
numbers

same.
Students look at
"Example G" and
point out repeated
notes and notes that
move up or down.
Teacher plays
example one line at a
time on piano while
students track music
for repeated notes.
Students sing example
on "loo" syllable.
Students sing example

(spoken).
Teacher explains
pitch direction for
new notes.
Teacher plays
example on piano
while students
track music.
Students sing
example on "loo"
syllable.
Students sing
example using
numbers.

using numbers.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Example G

38

Example H
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Appendix D
Components of the Vocal Sight Reading Inventory
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Components of the Vocal Sight-Reading Inventory
Henry, Michele (2001) Bulletin of the CouncilforResearch in Music Education

Examples of component pitch skill patterns
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Appendix E
Pre and Post Test
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Plans for administering Pre and Post-test

1.

Teacher will distribute the test paper to each student.

2.

Teacher will remind student to observe quarter, half and whole notes.

3. Student will clap through example before singing to resolve any rhythm
questions. Since rhythm is not going to be evaluated, teacher will review any
errors, if any, due to rhythm.
4. Teacher will press play on mini-disk recorder.
5. Teacher will say, "This is student number __
6. Teacher will give student starting pitch with Major chord.
7. Teacher will give two measures of 4 counts to set tempo.
8. Teacher will keep a steady 4/4 beat throughout example using a drum pad.
9.

Student will sing example on "loo" syllable.

10. Papers will be collected by the investigator.
11. Tabulation of scores will be determined by three trained musicians after all pre
and post tests have been recorded. Student numbers will continue 1-80 for pre and
post tests.
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Pre and Post Test
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